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The purpose

Let, f be a
itself . If a, * 0

uial,,Tfrj <tttblrra

On the norm of a linear operator in a Hilbert space

of this paper is to prorre the followi*g theorem:

l'ineur magtping of a real or com,pler Hilbert space ,b ,into

fo, eaery f in S.

\Ye may restrict ourselves to the case when p < lal. fn fact, if the
theorem is valid for all g and a with e <)al, and if lTrl ! p)*i for

ual
e:rery r satisfying 1r - al ! lal, then lTrl = 

'; lrl forevery I <lal,
and, consequently,

u e ulal
lTr, .< inf a lr, :, _ lrl .

-p< ol Q al

On the other hand, from the Iinearity it immediately follows, that we may
suppose lol : 1

Let S be the tangent cone of the sphere lr - al: q with the vertex
0. X'rom the iinearity it follows, that )Trl < plr) for every r inside n.

In other r,r,-ords, if ,1 is such that (År - a , n) : 0, i.e. 
^ 

: (?,' 
,!.)" lrl' '

and if I,x - al { p, then lf Q,ru)l S pV,l l"l and, consequently, lTrl
S p lr!. The condition l,År - al < q can be written

p,l*ln: l(a,r)r - t*l,a),: l(a,r)lr lml, I lr)a - 2l,rl, l@,r),
or

(1)

I tt \
Tlrus tTri < p',n, [=; ,*,)for

Now we consider a irector n
it follorvs that if n + ),a lies in

(2) (l -- Q2) lr +

everv n satisfving (I).

lying outside of §. From the precedirg
S', i.e. if it satisfies the inequality
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We first consider the case when $ is a complex Hilbert space. If 2

satisfies the conditions

(4) ae{l"1ra , Tr)\ : o

and

(5) qzJ,'3 * 2pzRe{).(a,*)} + 1@,a)i, - (I - Qz),r,2: o.

then

then

lT(r*fa)l{pirl),al
or

(3) lTrlz * U,lzlTa,lz + 2Re{^(Ta ,Tr)} < ipirllri'+ }.' + 2 Re{r.(o, 
")}1.

The inequaliLy (2) can be written

(I - e') lri'* lll'+ ZRe{),(a,rr)}) < l(r,a)','*t,1','.1 2Re{),(a,r)}

or

(2')

Ir2 -'(*. a\2 :r:2
t2 _t itza 2Re{t(rr,,*)} ___;, < _ .

and, b5, virtue of (3),

u: .t -
(6) iTru;2 I T*i' + l,)")ziTa,z ! t'( r' + ).2 -- 2 Re{i.(rr ,r)}) 

= ;

We thus see, that the theorem holds in the complex case if it is possible to
,choose 2 in such a way that it satisfies both equations (4) and (5).

Since z lies outside of S , it satisfies the condition

l@ ,*)l' < (1 - pz) lri' .

From this it follows that for t'he real function

f(1): a,)A), + zszRe{).(a,r)} + l@,a)iz - (l - Qz)tr'2

there is

/(0) : 1@,a)i' - (I - Q2) 12 < 0.

Since, furthermore, IirnfQ') =: co and since / is continuous, the equation
lll+o

J@ :0 thus has a solution on every straight line through the origin. On
the other hand, we immediately see, that there is a straight line through
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the origin on u'hich F,;e{l,ga , 7*)} vanishes identically. Thus the equations
(4) and (5) atways have a common solution ,1,, and our theorem is valid
in the complex case.

If $ is real and if, for example, (a , r) 2 0, then

Re{,l1a ,*)}: ).(a,r) 2 o

for all ), > O. Exactly in the same \vay as above \t'e see, that the equation
(5) has a solution ), > 0. For this 2 rre then get the inequality (6) as

before, and our theorem is valid also in the real case.

It is readily seen, that the evaluation given above cannot be improved'
It suffices to take the 2-dimensional Hilbert, space $ w-ith the basis 'vectors

cu, and ct2, &11d. consider the linear operator 7 defined b;z the eqlations
?ar:0 and Tar: aa, tvith iol > 1' For the vector

r : e'*lui(a, cosrp f arsimp)
rve then get

Tfr : ei'tt,r", a simp ,

and, consequently,

lTri { ia'p,r'i

in the cone lsingr, < Q < 1, and pr :'taiQ is the smallest real number
satisfying this inequalit.v. tr'or the operator 7 u'e thus have

u
rrirg
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